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*********************************************************************

Howdy, everyone.  Well, finally, here's #3, including a cool article

taken from a California newspaper from around then end of '92.  

Just a few reminders for everyone out there.  If you own any obscure

b-sides or the such to be sure to send me the track listings, as I 

am still working on putting a discography together.  Also, if you 

happen to find any cool articles, interviews, reviews on the band to

e-mail them to me and we'll include them in the next Newsletter.

Also, I was hoping that the person who had once sent me the address/

phone number for Kitchenware to please send it to me again.

Oh, here's a question for everyone. Does anyone know who originally sang

"He'll Have to Go", one of the bonus tracks on Two Wheels Good?  My guess

is someone in the George Jones/Faron Young vein.  Well, enjoy the show.

*********************************************************************

From: NOTOP40@aol.com

Subject: Re: Prefab stuff #0 and #1

And, thus, the inevitable reply!

1.  How did you become interested in the band?/How were you introduced?

Well, it all started when I heard "Looking For Atlantis" on a sampler from

HITS Magazine.  From there, I purchased "Jordan:  The Comeback."  After that,

although I enjoyed the album, for some reason, I didn't pursue their back

catalogue.  On the other hand, one of my best friends DID.  In fact, when I

made a trip to England, he specifically asked me to find him anything by the

Sprout that he didn't have.  (I returned with "Protest Songs," which he

loved.)  When the greatest hits was released, it was then that I realized

just how much I loved the band, and the rest is history...not very OLD

history, but history, nevertheless.

2.  What's your favorite song?

I'd have to go with "Life Of Surprises."  I just love the beginning ("You can

take the good times, righteousness, the best parting line..."), and I can't

turn it off from there.

3.  What's your favorite album?

If it was fair to count the greatest hits, I'd go with IT, but, since it's

probably not, I guess I'll go with "Jordan."

4.  What's your least favorite song?

Do I have to have one?

5.  What are some other bands you like?
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Eeeee...let's see.  The Smiths/Morrissey, XTC, the Housemartins/the Beautiful

South, R.E.M., the Sex Pistols/PiL, Robyn Hitchcock & the  Egyptians/the Soft

Boys, the Beatles and their solo careers (yes, even Ringo's), Pink Floyd (but

mostly the Syd Barrett stuff), Pet Shop Boys, Toad The Wet Sprocket, Elvis

Costello, Nick Lowe, the Monkees, Crowded House, Oasis, Pulp, the Jesus and

Mary Chain, Duran Duran and lots of other early-'80's bands, Redd Kross, Bob

Geldof, Levellers, and so many others that it's pointless to name them all

here.  Suffice it to say that Barry Manilow appears at least twice in my CD

collection, and Debbie Gibson appears at least as many times.  (...And a

collective shudder runs through the crowd...)

6.  Do you have any other interesting tidbits?

Yes.

Sincerely everyone's,

WILL HARRIS

**************************************************************************

From: Chris Wirtalla (call me Papper) <chwirtalla@acad.ursinus.edu>

Subject: Martin Stephenson and the Daintees

Hi.  I'm wondering if anybody has any information about Martin Stephenson

and the Daintees.  At one point or another, this group was on the Kitchenware

label and put out several albums in the UK and US.  Apparently, Paddy McAloon

produced one of their first singles called "Boat to Bolivia" which gives this

group their Prefab Sprout connection (the reason why I             is why I

bothered to right this to all of you.  According to the person who told me

about Stephenson, he's a wonderful songwriter who tends to lean more towards

the "pop crooning" style of music, with somewhat of a folk influence.  At

some point, Stephenson split with the Daintees and became a solo act.  I

really don't know much about these guys...anybody else have any information

or wanna help me search for information, CD's, etc.?  A recommendation like

this is too hard for me to ignore!

A RANDOM DIGRESSION:  I've heard two conflicting reports about how Prefab

Sprout got their name.  One book said that Paddy misunderstood the lyrics

to a Nancy Sinatra song, mistaking "pepper sprout" for "prefab sprout".

Another book said that Paddy just thought the name up himself and always

wanted to name his group Prefab Sprout.  Apparently, he's been asked that

question so many times that he makes stories up about how the name was

derived.  Anybody heard anything different?

That's it...enjoy the spring!

bye bye

Chris

**************************************************************************

From: Kitteridge@aol.com

Subject: A Little McAloon Mention
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Hi there all....

Recently there was some discussion of Martin Stephenson and the Daintees,

another Kitchenware band. I'm a big fan of his too, and while going through

my CDs the other day I noticed, on his debut "Boat to Bolivia" this little

thank you:

"Special thanks to Paddy McAloon for harmonica idea on "Crocodile Cryer" and

Martin McAloon for driving us from Liverpool to Newcastle at 6:30 am to do

the Tube."

Yet another reason (as if you needed more) to go find the Martin Stephenson

albums out there.....

Best,

Kitt

************************************************************************

From: Kitteridge@aol.com

To: bassler@uxa.cso.uiuc.edu

>> Kitchenware represents:

Prefab Sprout

Martin Stephenson<<

And let me tell you, Martin Stephenson is also a true treat. Get "Boat to

Bolivia," his first and best album. He was briefly on Capitol over here,

around 1988, for "Gladsome, Humor, and Blue" (released on a double album

compilation with "Bolivia") but much like the Prefabs, he hasn't had much

success over here. The songs are beautiful, guitar jangly pop with loads of

different styles and witty lyrics. Hmm...sound familiar? 

Best,

Kitt

*************************************************************************

From: Shawn Roberts <swrobert@u.washington.edu>

To: chwirtalla@acad.ursinus.edu

Cc: Lorenzo Music <bassler@uxa.cso.uiuc.edu>

Subject: Jordan & Elvis

I've only got a moment, so I'll limit my speculations.  There is an 

important biographical fact about Elvis that perhaps has implications for 

Jordan.

Elvis Aron had a stillborn identical twin, Jesse Garon.
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Keep in mind traditional reincarnation myths, comebacks if you will.  The 

triumph of spirit over body, and isn't this was Elvis sightings and 

impersonators are all about.  Fertility themes common to creation 

mythology abound in the Elvis story, even in just the two paragraphs above.

So, I think there is a connection between the Elvis chapter (Jordan 

section 2) and the Gabriel chapter (Section 4), though I don't have 

enough religious backup to make an intelligent stab at picking it apart.

For more on this Elvis thing, see "Elvis People" by Ted Hamilton.  He was 

the religion correspondent for the London Times, and the book inquires 

into whether Elvisism is a folk religion in the making.  I suspect Paddy 

was on the much same track.

Regards,

s.

*************************************************************************

From: andyf@cityscape.co.uk (Andy Flatman)

Subject: Prefab List

1.      I was introduced to the band by a friend of mine. He lent me Steve

McQueen and I've been a fan ever since. 

2.      Favorite song is:- Bonny

3.      Favorite LP is Steve McQueen then Jordan the comeback.

4.      Least Fav song:- A couple, but thats not bad out of five LP's.

5.      Other bands I like:- Deacon Blue, Counting Crows, Gary Numan(!) +

many others.

6.      About time we had a new PS album. If I read anything here in the UK

I'll let you all know. Paddy has been working on the Jimmy Nail LP. (Wrote a

couple of songs).

Andy.

**************************************************************************

"A Crop of Pop:  McAloon, Prefab Sprout harvest acres of lush and literate 

Songs"  by Cary Darling, The Orange County Register

"Move in close, closer still, I hear the songs of Geroge Gershwin."

- "Hallelujah", Prefab Sprout

When most acts throw out greatest-hits albums, especially while 

consumers are trapped in a holiday fever dream of Kris Kringle and credit

cards, it's generally to rake in a few extra dollars from old material and buy 

time between new releases.  But with the oddly named Prefab Sprout, one of
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England's most critically praised bands, it just might provide a window of

American opportunity.

The group's latest album, "The Best of Prefab Sprout -- A Life of

Surprises"(Epic) feaures two new tracks, one of which, "If You Don't Love Me,"

is receiving alternative radio airplay.  KROQ/106.7 FM is tracking it locally.

"This album is sort of intended for places where we haven't sold a 

lot of records," said co-founder Paddy McAloon in his crisp Newcastle accent

in a recent phone interview, "This is more of an introdution."

In the United Staes, McAloon, 35, needs all the how-do-you-dos he can

get.  His lush and literate pop has only attracted a cult audience in the

States, but that isn't the case in Britain.  Such albums as "Swoon", "Steve

McQueen" ("Two Wheels Godd" here), "From Langely Park to Memphis", and the

sprawling 19-track "Jordan: The Comeback" were all chart hits.

The press reaction, on both sides of the Atlantic, has been effusive.

Prefab's blend of engaging irony and sweet storytelling - hung along a 

gossamer bakdrop of exquisite arrangements that owe as much to "West Side

Story" as southside blues - has earned comparisons to the Beatles, Steely

Dan, Elvis Costello, Morrissey, and Randy Newman.

The Trouser Press Record Guide gushes of "Jordan"; "...McAloon is

free to rush headlong, through the doors of the Brill Building, across the

Great White Way, into the arms of his muse.  Echoes of Sondheim and Jimmy

Webb resonate throughout the joyfully faux samba of 'Carnival 2000' and

the eerily precise Swede-pop of 'The Ice Maiden'."

The new edition of the Rolling Stone Album Guide echoes, "Musically

encyclopedic, the Sprouts are masters, above all, of nuance - the Prefab mood

is one of refined Impressionism: intelligent, clever, bittersweet, romantic."

Yes, McAloon, who has yet to perform in the United States despite

Prefab's decade-long existence, is philosophical about his lack of America

acceptance. "People like Morrissey and Costello have played over here," he said.

"Also, people like Costello and Morrissey are more rock 'n' roll-oriented.

With them, there's always a guitar strumming away.  They're more of a rock 

band than we are.  We're more orchestral, a little more fancy in terms of

production.

"People say we should appeal to college audiences but I think college

audiences expect to have a couple of guitars, no matter what.  We're too 

middle-of-the-road for college audiences and maybe too avant-garde for people

who want pop songs."

Ironically, McAloon is steeped in the American musical dream.  His 

work reverberates to the images of Manhattan and Memphis, Harlem and 

Hollywood, Gershwin and Graceland.  To paraphrase a McAloon lyric, his zip 

code may read England, but his heart beats Tupelo.  "Jordan: The Comeback"

was a loosely themed mock opera revolving around Elvis is hiding, waiting for

his return.

"That came about because sometimes when I'm waiting a song - and I'm 

not being facetious - I'm desperate for subject matter and the notion that

Elvis was alive appealed to me," he explained.  "This was just before people

started seeing Elvis everwhere, in supermarkets and such."

McAloon's brocaded sense of pop is at odds with the punkish musical

environment of Prefab's early years.  "I liked the irreverence of punk, but

I didn't like it musically," he recalled.  "But I admired it for being

rebellious and I then was rebelling against it."

But Prefab Sprout did start as a garage band of sorts.  Along with
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younger brother/bassist Martin, keyboardist/guitarist McAloon began by 

playing cover tunes in the back of their father's gas station.  The first

single, "Lions in My Own Garden (Exit Someone)," was issued in 1983.

Later, vocalist Wendy Smith and drummer Neil Conti joing the twosome

and became permanent members of Prefab.  The group tours as a seven-piece

outfit.

The band's name is taken from a 1965 Nancy Sinatra/Lee Hazelwood song

"Jackson", in which McAloon misunderstood the lyric "hotter than a pepper

sprout."

Unlike many of his contemporaries who boast of a mere traditional

rock 'n' roll bias, McAloon says he has always been fascinated by the

elegance and romance of the pre-rock era.  "I liked Bob Dylan but then I

discovered Rodgers and Hammerstein.  (Leonard Bernstein and Stephen

Sondheim's) 'West Side Story' is one of my favorites," he said.

McAloon, raised a Catholic, also is intrigued by religion.  Pair

these interests with his penchant for wanting to tell a story and and the

results can be engrossing.  For example, the song "Michael" is written from

Lucifer's point-of-view but not cheap heavy-metal shock value.  It's a plea

from a sorrowful Satan imploring St. Michael to intercede on his behalf:

Of all the jobs I've ever held

Positions I have known

The one I was a fool to leave was

Right hand to the throne

Ambition took me spped of light

To God's exclusion zone

Michael, if you're listening

Michael who stayed true

One of us got out of line

When Paradise was new

One of us was exiled and the one who wasn't's you

Michael, help me write a letter to You-Know-Who

I will sign it 'Lucifer regrets...'

"Michael," Paddy McAloon

"I grew up Catholic and I loved the imagery," McAloon said.  "I

really love dealing with that whole element of doubt in religion.  I don't

like songs that tell you to believe one way or another."

Whether it's his good-natured jab at Springsteen-style Americana

in "Cars and Girls" ("'Cause life's no cruise with a cool chick/Too many

folks feelin' carsick") or a glimpse at global politics in "The Sound of

Crying" ("Just when we thought the time was right for elebrating with music

of the spheres/What's this? Another boat of fleeing refugees on a sea of 

children's tears"), McAloon doesn't believe in writing lyrics with a specific

political agenda.  Also, he avoids profanity.

"Shock tactics get old after awhile," he said.  "Like in films,

everyone swears and it loses all its effectiveness.  They're like empty phrases

now."

Even though McAloon maintains a sort of love-hate relationship with his

US record label - Epic refused to fund a Prefab tour last year and McAloon

fought with the company over the length of "Jordan" - he expects to have

a new album out next year.

"They frowned on (having so many songs) on 'Jordan'.  I was shocked.
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I thought they would be grateful for our generosity," McAloon said with a 

laugh.  "After it was all over, I was a bit dazed.  Now, I'm ready to do

battle again."

Reprinted from (Santa Ana, California) Orange County Register

December 13, 1992

**************************************************************************

Well, that's it for this time.  Apologies for any typos.  Remember, please

feel free to contribute and add anything you deem worthwhile. Later.

Ryan Bassler               |          Voodoo up  

bassler@uxa.cso.uiuc.edu   |          Rollmo' Down.   

                           |   
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